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Five examples of brands
using vertical video

Content marketing is not
new, but marketers still have
questions

Facebook rolls out Group
Stories globally, adds emoji
reactions

How video marketing
changed in 2018 — and
what that means for your
2019 plans

2018 saw the launch of IGTV: Instagram’s

It’s hard to believe, but it’s been eight

Group Admins have a variety of existing

Video has always been a powerful way to

new platform for long-form videos that

years since the term ‘content marketing’

controls to monitor both the content and

advertise, but until recently, that power

are created “in a vertical format that sit

became a popular umbrella term for a

the members contributing to Stories.

was limited to driving mass reach, brand

upright in the palm of your hand.”

brand’s commercial, but not-really-

awareness, and consideration. For

advertising, output.
Vertical video is nothing new, of course

Facebook announced in mid-December, it

marketers looking to inspire action — a

was rolling out Stories to Groups globally

click, a sign-up, a sale — email and search
were the go-to channels.

– Snapchat first pioneered the format in

Encompassing blog posts, videos, social

and adding emoji reactions for Group

2013. However, along with IGTV, as well

media updates and several other types of

members. Group Admins will have access

as the launch of vertical ads on a

media, content marketing has become a

to existing controls to monitor both the

But this year, we’ve seen video marketing

number of platforms, we’re now seeing

pillar of digital brand messaging alongside

content included in a Story and the

strategies expand across the entire

a huge surge in the format.

search, social, display and email.

members allowed to contribute.

customer journey.
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The future of visual search:
smart glasses, AR and
retail opportunity

How ‘Near Me’ helps us
find what we need, not
just where to go

Pursuing authenticity: Why
podcasts are the next big
influencer platform

Data privacy: Will the
industry emerge stronger
following the Facebook
fallout?

What might search be like in 20 years’

Google’s VP of Marketing for the

Back in 2006, the Ricky Gervais Show

New regulation will push transparency

time? This was the question I was called

Americas Lisa Gevelber explains why

became the most-downloaded podcast

to be normalized so advertisers must

upon to contemplate for a recent Google

“near me” searches are no longer just

ever (at the time), generating 261,670

communicate simply and openly about

Performance Firestarters event, ‘Twenty

about place, but about time and things

downloads a week during its first month.

how audience data is used. Facebook

years on: The present and future of

as well.

has undergone a tumultuous period of
In the next ten years or so, however,

self-examination in 2018 with the

Something I’m repeatedly surprised by is

podcasts waned in popularity, almost

departure of the founders of WhatsApp

Together with three other speakers, I was

how people adapt the technology they

becoming redundant until the likes of Serial

and Instagram just part of a series of

invited to give a presentation about the

use to their own needs. I’ve written

and This American Life bought them back

crises besetting the tech giant.

possibilities for the future of search, and

before about the use of the search

into the spotlight (and everyone’s ‘must-

Facebook’s founder, Mark Zuckerberg

what they might mean for performance

phrase “near me” because it’s a crucial

listen-to’ lists). Serial has now generated

appeared in front of European and US

marketing.

bit of information for advertisers.

over 300m episode downloads and

legislators three times to defend the

counting.

company’s policies on privacy...

search’.
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